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a b s t r a c t 
During the development of a complex system, data models are the key to a successful engineering 
process, as they contain and organize all the information manipulated by the different functions 
involved in the design of the system. Moreover, these data models evolve throughout the design, as 
the development raises issues that have to be solved through a restructuration of data organization. 
But any such data model evolution has a deep impact on the functions that have already being 
defined. 
Recent research tries to deal with this issue by studying how complex industrial data models evolve 
from one version to another and how their data instances co-evolve. Complexity and scalability 
issues make this problem a major scientific challenge, leading to huge gains in development 
efficiency. This problem is of particular interest in the field of aeronautics and space systems. Indeed, 
the development of these systems produces many complex data models associated to the designed 
systems and/or to the systems under design, hence on the one hand data models are available. On 
the other hand, it is well known that these systems are developed in the context of collaborative 
projects that may last for decades. In such projects, specifications together with the associated data 
models are bound to evolve and engineering processes shall take into account this evolution. 
Our work addresses the problem of data model evolution in a model-driven engineering setting. We 
focus on minimizing the impact of model evolution on the system development processes in the 
specific context on the space engineering area, where data models may involve thousands of 
concepts and relationships, and we investigate the performance of the model-based development 
(MBD) approach we propose for data model evolution over two space missions, namely PHARAO and 
MICROSCOPE. 
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The development of complex information systems requires the definition of models, on which developers and engi- 
neers can rely in order to ensure the quality of the designed systems. This is paramount when the system belongs to a
critical field, such as aeronautics, space, health, power management, etc. The designed models are complex and they involve
many concepts, modeling artifacts and views. Moreover, they may be subject to evolution, especially if they are developed
in a long-term project involving a large collaboration, due to the changes that may occur during the process, either on
the requirements and specifications or on the modeling techniques and tools. In a model-driven engineering (MDE)-based
development process, models are at the centre of the design and development processes.
Our work focuses on MDE-based engineering processes of large-scale, long-term, critical, and largely documented sys- 
tems. We focus our contribution on models produced in system engineering, in particular in space engineering and space
missions.
1.1. Motivations 
Research into how complex industrial data models evolve from one version to another and how their data migrates still
stands as one of the most difficult scientific challenges to be addressed. This is due to existing solutions being unable to
face the huge complexity of changes in terms of type and number. Interpreting comparison results of two small data models
may be an easy thing, but interpreting comparison results of two huge data models is still a hard task.
Moreover, the fact that space systems, representing the applicative context of our work, are designed through large and
long projects make such comparison capabilities particularly desirable, and actually necessary to efficient, cost-effective, and
safe development.
1.2. Objectives 
This paper extends the work presented in [1] . It addresses the following four objectives.
• being able to recognize many differences as a unique composite operator;
• ensuring evolution schema by finding structural and descriptive changes;
• ensuring full data conservation without any loss of information;
• proving the feasibility of the comparison between two complex industrial data models issued from the design of space
systems
1.3. Our approach 
To fulfill these objectives, we rely on a stepwise process based on the layered MDE model of the Meta-Object Facility
(MOF layers M0, M1, M2, M3). First, we investigate and improve several methods to compare data models (of M1 level)
governed by structured data-oriented meta-models (of M2 level). Then, we process the identified differences. The obtained
differences are transformed into evolution operators working at data model level (M1) and data level (M0) as follows:
• At the data model level, an evolution operator defines a data model transformation capturing a common evolution [2] .
• At the data level, it defines a model transformation capturing the corresponding migration.
This paper presents the details of this stepwise approach and shows how it applies to real systems data models borrowed
from space engineering.
1.4. Structure of the paper 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we present the applicative context of space engineering in
Section 2 . Then, Section 3 gives a global view of the proposed stepwise approach for handling data model evolution and data
migration, and then presents in deeper detail the theoretical description of each of these steps in order to formalize data
models evolution and data migration by introducing a set of composition operators. Section 4 then presents the deployment
of the proposed approach in a model-driven engineering setting. The paper then proceeds to case studies: Section 5 presents
a general overview of the problem of model evolution in the case of space missions in space engineering and describes
the two addressed case studies. Sections 6 and 7 present then the deployment of the approach on two real case studies,
namely the PHARAO and MICROSCOPE space missions. Finally, Section 8 summarizes previous related work for the different
approaches being used for meta-model evolution and ensuing model co-evolution, while Section 9 provides conclusions
with some future research directions identified in our work.
2. Context: space systems data models
Space agencies in Europe like CNES, the French space agency, have been involved for more than 20 years in data mod- 
eling and in the standardization of data modeling techniques, for which they have defined recommendations, referred to as
the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) standard [3] . These recommendations are related to syntactic
and semantic data description techniques, long-term data preservation, data producer, and archive interface. Furthermore,
CNES, jointly with the European Space Agency (ESA), have also developed tools to support the recommended approaches
and to support data engineering for various space projects. One of these tools is the BEST [4] workbench that is based upon
EAST, the Enhanced Ada SubseT. It allows a non-ambiguous description of data formats including syntactic and semantic in- 
formation. This tool is used in the framework of space projects by scientists and engineers. It allows them to easily describe
their data formats and make them evolve, to quickly produce test data conform to the specification format, to access and
interpret data without having to write specific code.
The formal description of space-related data is crucial and should be taken into account from the earliest stages of the
mission, in particular when:
• the space system (one or more satellites, a ground control centre, a mission center, etc.) is designed;
• the satellite, once launched, starts to send telemetry and the ground segment starts to send commands;
• a large amount of data is produced, processed, transformed and sent to end-users during the life of the satellite.
All different stakeholders have to understand the data, be able to interpret it, and make use of it. Any misunderstanding
might cause important delays in mission planning. Arguably, a complete and non-ambiguous definition of any kind of data
produced is a key factor for meeting the deadlines of the project. This formal definition can be used to generate different
pieces of code that will be used in the framework of the project (eg. on-board software, simulation software, etc.). Code
generation is highly valuable for a project, since some parts of the application can be updated in a fast and efficient way with
a minimum development cost [5] . However, data (Data of version V1) generated with a particular release of the application
(Data-Model of version V1) are not necessarily compatible with another release (Data-Model of version V2). Thus, starting
the creation or the generation of data that conforms to (Data-Model of version V2) from scratch is a tedious operation.
To illustrate this situation, let us consider the following scenario issued from space data models provided by CNES. De- 
pending on the final use of data, the same concept may be modeled in two ways. For example, inheritance is represented
in the XIF 1 meta-model by composition, whereas the XTCE [3] meta-model defines conventional inheritance relationships.
Such a difference in modeling induces a huge number of syntactic differences between an XIF data model and an XTCE data
model, even if they represent the same concept.
This example illustrates the main purposes of our work:
1. We want to be able to recognize a semantic evolution (which is in fact the real difference between two models, and
the cause of evolution) as a unique complex transformation, notwithstanding the fact that the associated difference
will be hidden in a potentially very large number of syntactic differences (which are in fact apparent differences
bearing no signification, and rather symptoms of the evolution).
2. Whilst we admit that ascendant compatibility may not always be kept, we want to see how data may be migrated
without loss of information.
Let us go back to our example. For the first purpose, we want to recognize the differences due to inheritance as a unique
operator, encompassing the associated syntactic differences, so that we can clearly identify other differences. This example
is an extreme example of data model reconstruction. But we often encounter such cases when studying how data models
evolve in the space industry. For the second purpose, modellers often need to reconstruct their data model to meet new
requirements but do not want to completely break the ancient data model. Even without ascendant compatibility, which
may not be possible if the original design does not allow to address properly the needed changes, it would be possible to
preserve information contained in old data if the reconstruction is correctly identified.
Thus, the capability to handle the data models evolution and the data migration processes is a major issue in the area
of space engineering. Providing evolution and migration techniques that ease these processes will considerably improve the
quality and efficiency of system development.
3. Handling model evolution and data migration: our approach
3.1. Overview of our approach 
In order to handle the model and data changes involved in the development and exploitation of complex systems in a
critical application domain like space engineering, we need to design a rigorous protocol to control model evolution and
data migrations. This protocol shall synthesize and capture the set of changes, which might be different from one version to
another.
We offer here a novel step wise model-based approach to automate the evolution of data models. This approach relies
on different steps, each one manipulating models. Allowing the manipulation of models as first-class objects requires the
1 The underlying language used to formally define the data is XML, formatted according a specific CNES standard named XIF. XIF is a join implementation 
of two CCSDS standards (CCSDS 644.0-B-3 - Data Description Language EAST Specification AND CCSDS 647.1-B-1 - Data Entity Dictionary Specification 
Language. When exchanging satellite data base including telemetry and telecommand definitions with satellite manufacturers or with other Space partners, 
we may use another CCSDS standard: (CCSDS 660.0-B-1 - XML Telemetric and Command Exchange (XTCE)). 
capability to handle modeling languages and their semantics. For example, in an MDE setting, meta-models are set up to
support such manipulation.
Fig. 1 gives an overview of the defined approach, in which the following three main steps have been identified:
• Step 1. Data models comparison. To begin the analysis process, the first step consists in identifying the structural and
descriptive differences. Two input data models are compared and their differences are recorded. These differences (the
comparison results on Fig. 1 ) correspond to a data model of differences.
• Step 2. Evolution operators flattening. According to the obtained comparison results obtained by the previous step, a set
of evolution operators are identified and modeled.
• Step 3. Data conservation. At this step, the application of the identified data evolution operators migrates the source data
of the source data model to the target data corresponding to the target data model.
In order to control the evolution process and to guarantee the conservation of data values during the migration, all three
steps of the previous approach, namely process data models comparison, evolution operators flattening, and data conservation ,
are applied in a sequential process where the output of each step is used as input for the next one.
The approach described above can be applied to any data model and in any application domain, provided that the ca- 
pability to manipulate, at structural and descriptive levels, these data models as first-class objects is offered. In particular,
we have deployed this approach for the specific domain of space missions where data models are manipulated in an MDE- 
setting through their meta-models.
The previous section presented an overview of the proposed approach while this section describes it into details. Each
step is defined and an illustrating example is given. The same shared example is fully detailed throughout the process so as
to illustrate the approach on a simple case. A zoom on each step of Fig. 1 is realized and a detailed figure for each step is
presented.
3.2. Step 1. Data models comparison 
3.2.1. Description 
The data model comparison step is depicted on Fig. 2 . Two input data models conforming to the same modeling language
are compared. As a result of this comparison, using specific comparison engines, comparison results are produced at the
structural and descriptive levels.
According to Fig. 2 , these results contain:
• matches i.e. correspondences between source and target elements, as well as
• differences belonging to four classes
- Add to assert that a data model concept has been added in the target data model,
- Delete to assert that a data model concept of the source data model has been removed in the target data model,
- Move to assert that a data model concept of the source data model has been moved to another concept in the target
data model,
- Change to assert that a data model concept of the source data model has been modified in the target data model.
3.2.2. Example 
Let us consider two object-oriented data models:
• a source model S M containing a class C with attributes a, b, c, d and
Fig. 1. A three steps based approach for data migration. 
Fig. 2. Step 1. Data models comparison. 
Fig. 3. Step 2. Evolution operators flattening. 
• a target model T M containing a class C with integer attributes a and b and a class C 
′ with attributes c and d and C ′
inherits from C
Then, the comparison engines produce the following differences:
• adding, a class C ′ is added to the target model, using the Add difference
• moving attributes c and d to class C ′ , using the Move difference
Observe that according to the used difference engines, other acceptable classes of differences could have been identified.
For example, one could have identified Delete followed by Add differences for attributes c and d .
3.3. Step 2. Evolution operators flattening 
3.3.1. Description 
As mentioned, the differences produced in Step 1 are structural and descriptive, they can be considered as low-level
differences or syntactical differences. Therefore, their interpretation from a semantic point of view is not an easy task. In
order to overcome this difficulty, we propose a set of operators allowing a designer to derive the target data model as the
result of successive applications of evolution operators (see Fig. 3 ).
The results obtained at the previous comparison step are interpreted, using a transformation engine (see Fig. 3 ), as atomic
evolution operators. These operators are independent of the comparison process: they are defined according to the modeling
Fig. 4. Step 3. Co-evolution process. 
language level and are able to manipulate model concepts. These atomic operators are composed to define a set of composite
ones allowing to move from a source data model to a target data model. In other words, when applied to the source data
model, the sequence of composite operators applications allows deriving (i.e. producing) the target model. These operators
are defined by the designer according to his expertise.
After applying the sequence of composite operators, the obtained target model is identical to the one obtained after
evolution. Proceeding this way provides us with a constructive approach for model evolution.
3.3.2. Example 
Let us come back to the previous example. After analyzing the obtained differences, three atomic operators are identified:
• Ad d _ Class to define a new class. it is applied to identify class C ′ ;
• Ad d _ Class _ Is _ a to define an inheritance relationship between two classes;
• Mov e _ At t to move an attribute from class C to class C ′ .
Thus, it is possible to define composite operator P ushdown = Add _ Class ;Add _ Class _ Is _ a ;Mov e _ At t ;Mov e _ At t which can be
generalized to P ushdown = Add _ Class ;Mov e _ At t ∗ where the ∗ means iterative composition.
At this level, it is possible to describe the schema evolution as:
Mov e _ At t (Mov e _ At t (Ad d _ Is _ a (Ad d _ C lass (C ′ ) , C ) , c) , d)
3.4. Step 3. Data conservation 
3.4.1. Description 
After handling the data model evolution in the previous step, the last step of our approach proceeds with the data
migration, i.e. the data characterized by the defined data models. Indeed, the data available as values (or instances) in
the source model are migrated as data values (or instances) of the target model. At this level we define co-evolution (or
migration) operators as depicted on Fig. 4 .
3.4.2. Example 
Again, with the same example, let us consider an instance of class C defined as Oid _ int _ C = (1 , 2 , 3 , 4) where the at- 
tributes a , b , c and d evaluate to 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Then, the Change _ Instance _ T ype co-evolution operator is applied
on this instance as Oid _ int _ C ′ = Change _ Instance _ T ype (C ′ , Oid _ int _ C) valued as Oid _ int _ C ′ = (1 , 2 , 3 , 4) .
In the same manner, other co-evolution operators can be defined. For example, another co-evolution operation may
produce the following instances: Oid _ int _ C = (1 , 2) and Oid _ int _ C ′ = (Oid _ int _ C, 3 , 4) .
3.5. Model evolution and data migration 
3.5.1. Checking model evolution and data migration 
Once the model evolution and the data migration operators are applied, they lead to the synthesis of a new target data
model, (named Synthesized data model on Fig. 1 ) and a set of target data (named target data on Fig. 1 ). At this point, it
becomes possible to check whether the evolution is sound or not. This checking action is performed using a comparison
(structural and descriptive comparisons) of both target and synthesized target data models.
At this stage, there is an alternative: either the checking succeeds and the evolution/co-evolution is accepted and vali- 
dated, in which case e.g. a new version or release can be issued, or the checking fails, in which case the evolution process
must be performed again with a new sequence of atomic/composite operators applications. The developer is in charge of
defining a new sequence operator according to a chosen strategy. The choice of such a strategy is out of the scope of this
paper, but some directions for future work are provided in Section 9 .
3.5.2. About the model evolution and data migration process 
The proposed approach can be deployed in different situations like database systems or model-driven engineering set- 
tings. However, the definition of the atomic and composite evolution and/or migration (co-evolution) operators needs a
particular attention.
• The way in which the changes are recorded by the comparison engines may have an impact on the choice of the atomic
operators to be applied to define the composite evolution operators.
• The definition of the composite operators in the data model evolution may require additional semantics expressed
through preconditions and post-conditions.
• The definition of a conservative or non conservative data migration (co-evolution) at the third step: depending on the
defined operator, the designer may define migration operators that preserve the source data completely or partially.
The next section shows how our approach is deployed in the case of model-driven engineering techniques supported by
the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF).
4. General overview of the methodological framework for evolution and migration
The previous section presented a general framework based on three steps to handle evolution of data models and mi- 
gration of data (instances). This framework is generic and each step has been exemplified using a simple toy example. We
claim that the use of this framework in a broad variety of modeling situations is possible.
In order to validate this claim, this section discusses the deployment of the stepwise approach presented in Section 3 to
the case where models are described within a data modeling language conforming to the model engineering vision based
on the Meta-Object Facility frameworks (See Fig. 5 ). Thus, modeling languages are characterized by meta-models allowing a
designer to manipulate data models and their instances as first-class objects. The three identified steps are defined in this
setting.
4.1. Our approach in a MDE setting: architecture 
The use of a model-driven engineering approach to handle the different steps of the developed method presented in
Section 3 requires defining these steps at the different modeling levels of MOF. Fig. 5 describes the global architecture
of our approach. It gives a clear positioning of the different steps on top of the MOF architecture. In the remainder, the
considered data models conform to UML class diagrams.
4.1.1. Data preparation 
Data preparation is a pre-processing phase. It consists in aligning the different source and target data model represen- 
tations. In other words, it consists in format alignments. The data models together with their instances are transformed
into models at the M 0 and M 1 levels of the EMF (Eclipse Modeling framework) architecture. This data preparation phase
corresponds to the dashed boxes of Fig. 5 .
4.1.2. Three steps 
Once all the manipulated data elements are described in the unique modeling setting offered by EMF, it becomes possible
to position the three steps of the proposed approach in this framework architecture.
• Step 1. The first step, noted Compare on Fig. 5 , consists in using an external tool to perform the comparison between the
source and target data models. We have used the EMF Compare tool [6] for this purpose.
• Step 2. The next step consists in applying the atomic and composite evolution operators. Thanks to the capability offered
by the MDE approach, these operators are modeled using a meta-model of operators. Each operator is characterized by
a set of properties defining what are the application conditions and how they apply.
• Step 3. Similarly to the previous step, the third step consists in applying co-evolution or migration operators also defined
using a meta-model of operators.
Fig. 5. Technical description of the proposed approach in a MDE setting based on the MOF architecture. 
Fig. 6. Extract of class diagram meta model. 
4.2. Our approach in a MDE setting: deployment with EMF 
Let us give the details of each step. To illustrate how the approach works in a MDE setting, we use examples relying on
different models and meta-models conforming to the MOF architecture using the EMF tool suite. These models are volun- 
tarily reduced to keep the paper understandable. Complex case studies, based on a MDE approach, corresponding to real
applications in the area of space missions engineering are presented below in Section 5 .
4.2.1. Step 1 
Fig. 6 describes an extract (simplified subset) of the meta model for UML class diagrams. The models we manipulate
(source and target) conform to this meta-model.
Fig. 7. A structural model evolution: from inheritance to composition UML relationship. 
Table 1 
Matches results obtained on the data models of Fig. 7 . 
Source Target Comment 
Left = Source Data Model Model Right = Target Data Model Compared models 
Left A type = Class Right A type = Class Class A matching 
Left B type = Class Right B type = Class Class B matching 
Left Inheritance type = Relation Right Composition type = Relation Matching at the relation level 
Left Firstname type = Attribute Right Firstname = Attribute Attribute Firstname matching 
Left Familyname type = Attribute Right Familyname type = Attribute Attribute Familyname matching 
This meta-model supports the definition of data models of classes with attributes. Two kinds of relationships between
classes are available: simple inheritance and class composition. Naturally, this meta-model contains many other important
concepts, which are not displayed here as they are not used in our example.
Two data models conforming to the previous meta-model (of Fig. 6 ) are defined on Fig. 7 , both describing two classes
A and B . In the source data-model (left-hand side of Fig. 7 ), B inherits from A . In the target data-model (right-hand side of
Fig. 7 ), a composition relationship replaces this inheritance. This latter introduction is part of the side syntactic differences
that are to be amalgamated into a unique operator describing the transformation.
To identify the differences between these two models, we invoke an external tool: EMF compare [6] . This tool considers
both data models as graphs. It applies a top-down matching algorithm starting from the ancestor classes to produce the
matches. Each matching between concepts is composed of zero or many sub-matches. The tool compares elements that are
instances of the same meta-class and uses a similarity-based algorithm to measure the weights of each feature and decides
whether two elements match or not. The user may customize the tool by changing the matching policy, e.g. may manually
enforce a matching between model concepts identifiers.
When applied to the example of Fig. 7 , the following matches and differences are produced. They are described within
an internal format that can be processed.
Matches 
The first category of results produced by the EMF compare tool are matches . The identified correspondences between
concepts of source and target data models are explicit stated. Regarding the data models described on Fig. 7 , the matches
of Table 1 are obtained.
The tool identifies the matches relatively to the meta-model. Here, with the meta-model described on Fig. 6 , three kind of
matchings are identified: classes ( A and B ), attributes ( Familyname and Firstname ) and relations (a relation between classes
A and B on both sides). Observe that the identified relation matching holds at the superclass Relation of the meta-model,
whereas a difference at the level of inheritance and composition is identified below.
Differences 
The second category of results produced by the EMF compare tool are differences . They are categorized on the basis of
the four differences Add, Delete, Change and Move . On our example, obtained differences are given in Table 2 .
It appears that three changes are identified. They correspond to two changes for the inheritance relationship (a first
one on the superclass and a second one on the subclass) and another for the composition relationship. These changes are
followed by a deletion of the inheritance relationship followed by an addition of a composition relationship.
4.2.2. Step 2 
As shown on Fig. 3 , the matches and/or differences give rise to a set of atomic operators. These operators are independent
of the comparison process. Their definition shall conform to the used meta-model.
Table 2 
Differences results obtained on the data models of Fig. 7 . 
Category of difference Source localization of the difference Comment 
referenceChangeSpec: reference = Inheritance.SimpleClass, Change in the inheritance relation of the subclass B 
Kind = CHANGE value = Class B 
referenceChangeSpec: reference = Inheritance.SuperClass, Change in the inheritance relation of the superclass A 
Kind = CHANGE value = Class A 
referenceChangeSpec: reference = DataModel.relations, Deletion of the inheritance relation 
Kind = DELETE value = Inheritance 
referenceChangeSpec: reference = Composition.Source, Change in the relation of class A 
Kind = CHANGE value = Class A 
referenceChangeSpec: reference = Composition.Target, Change in the relation of class B 
Kind = CHANGE value = Class B 
referenceChangeSpec: reference = DataModel.relations, Add of a composition relation in the source class A 
Kind = ADD value = Composition.ComposedOf 
Table 3 
Atomic operators obtained from the changes of Tables 1 and 2 . 
Atomic operator Changes used to define the operator 
DELETE_Inheritance_Relationship ReferenceChangeSpec: Kind = CHANGE 
reference = Inheritance.SimpleClass, value = Class B 
ReferenceChangeSpec: Kind = CHANGE 
reference = Inheritance.SuperClass, value = Class A 
ReferenceChangeSpec: Kind = DELETE 
reference = DataModel.relations, value = Inheritance 
ADD_Composition_Relationship ReferenceChangeSpec: Kind = CHANGE 
reference = Composition.Source, value = Class B 
ReferenceChangeSpec: Kind = CHANGE 
reference = Composition.Target , value = Class A 
ReferenceChangeSpec: Kind = ADD 
reference = DataModel.relations, value = Composition.ComposedOf 
In the general case, each identified difference leads to one atomic operator. For example, Add _ Attribute _ to _ Class or
Add _ Class _ to _ Model are two composite operators directly mined from the set of changes. Moreover, other atomic operators
can be obtained by cascade i.e. combining atomic operators at the structural level. For example, the cascading difference
Add_Attribute_to_Class followed by Add_Class_to_ Model defines another atomic operator Add_Class_to_Model since addition
of a class entails the addition of all the attributes of this class.
Pursuing with our example, the analysis of Tables 1 and 2 leads to the definition of the atomic operators of Table 3 . Two
atomic operators are identified by cascade: addition of a composition relationship and deletion of an inheritance relation- 
ship. Thus, seven differences at the syntactic level are encapsulated into two atomic operators.
The composite operators are defined by the designer as compositions of atomic operators and/or of other pre- 
viously defined composite ones. In our example, one composite operator From_Inheritance_to_Composition_




The application of this operator produces the synthesized data model that identical to the data model of the right hand
side of Fig. 7 .
4.2.3. Remarks 
• As mentioned previously, a checking action is required to check if the synthesized target meta-model is identical to the
target data-model. If this checking fails, another strategy of composite/atomic operator applications shall be defined and
applied.
• Different strategies for the definition of composite operators can be set up by the designer. These strategies correspond
to the sequential composition order of the atomic operators.
• The atomic and composite operators do not apply in any situation. Pre-conditions and post-conditions are associated to
each operator in order to define sound operations. The application of each operator is possible only if the associated
pre-condition holds.
• The number of built sound composite operators impacts the efficiency of the definition of the data-model evolution.
Indeed, the availability of several composite operators allows the designer to define more strategies of composition of
composite/atomic operators. A library of composite operators and application strategies can be set up.
Fig. 8. Evolution meta-model based on atomic and composite operator’s. 
4.2.4. A meta-model for operators 
All identified evolution operators conform to a meta-model of operators that refers to the data meta-model. Fig. 8 depicts
an extract of this meta-model, which is also simplified for space reasons.
It describes an evolution meta-model as a set of operators. Operators may be either atomic or composite ones. Each com- 
posite operator are described by a sequence list of ordered operators (at least 2 operators) corresponding to the application
strategy that it carries out.
It is worth observing that the operator class is equipped with the relevant attributes:
• Precondition and Postcondition are Boolean expressions describing the required and effect conditions when the
operator is executed. These expressions manipulate concepts like classes or attributes borrowed from the data meta- 
model of Fig. 7 .
• WithImpact is a Boolean expression indicating if the operator impacts or not the instances of the considered data- 
model. Indeed, some evolutions may be about data-model elements for which no instance can exist.
• DataConservative is a Boolean expression asserting whether the evolution is without loss of information. Among
the operators that has impact on data, some of them may not be data-conservative, i.e. requiring for instance migration
some additional pieces of information that are not contained in the original instances.
Two important operations are also available, which are fundamental in our approach:
• When executed, the Apply operation computes the evolution action associated to the Operator . It is called each time
it occurs in a sequence of composition operators. It is only defined for operators where WithImpact is true.
• In the same manner, the Migrate operation proceeds with data migration associated to the Operator . It is discussed
in next Step 3.
4.2.5. Step 3 
Once the target data model is obtained by application of the evolution operators, the last step consists in applying the
migration operators in charge of the co-evolution, i.e. building instances of the target data-model.
In our case, these instances conform to the meta-model of data i.e. meta-model of instances. An extract of this meta- 
model is presented on Fig. 9 . In its upper part, this figure represents the concepts of the meta-model for data-models of
Fig. 8 .
The data class of the meta-model of Fig. 9 describes the instances of a class it is linked to through the InstanceOf
link. Each instance is composed of a set of attributes values.
Fig. 9. An extract of the meta-model of data and its connection with the data models meta-model. 
Fig. 10. Example of data values conservation after data model structural evolution. 
If we come back to the meta-model of operators depicted on Fig. 8 , we observe that the Operator is equipped with a
Migrate operation in charge of producing instances of type data . For each composite and/or atomic operator introduced
in Step 2, a Migrate operation is defined by the designer. This operation describes the impact of the evolution on the
instances and data. When defining this operation, two situations may arise.
• The migration is data-conservative . In this case, the data structure has changed with no loss of information.
• The migration is non data-conservative . In this case the data structure may be changed by the evolution operators and
loss of information may occur.
Back to our example, Fig. 10 illustrates the first case with a conservation of data. The instance value John is conserved
unchanged while Alice and Bob are conserved with change in the data structure since the evolution moved from inheri- 
tance relationship to composition relationship.
At this level, the whole approach showing a deployment in a Model Engineering setting is completed. It is composed of
the three steps mentioned above.
4.3. Our approach in a MDE setting: summary 
The stepwise approach depicted in Fig. 1 summarizes the previous steps in the particular case where MDE techniques
are set up. Fig. 11 shows a graphical representation of the obtained stepwise process for this case.
The process begins with a source and a target data models that conform to a given meta-model. Then Step 1 runs
the comparison engine (here the EMF compare tool) between source and target data models. A set of so-called low-level
Fig. 11. Theoretical description of the proposed approach. 
differences is produced. These differences represent the structural and descriptive ones identified thanks to the availability
of the meta-model.
Next, step 2 is dealing with the definition of the model evolution operators. The low-level differences are transformed
into a set of atomic operators ( A 1 . . . An for our example) conforming to a meta-model of operators. This meta-model is
enriched with specific characteristics like preconditions or post-conditions associated to the definitions of the operators.
In the same manner, composite operators are defined as well. For example, the two composite operators C1 = A 1 ;A 2 and
C2 = A 1 ;A 2 ;A 3 ;C1 can be defined. Finally, the synthesized target data model is obtained after the application of a sequence
of atomic and/or composite operators. In the final step 3, the migration operations, associated to each operator, are applied.
Each operation application is followed by a checking activity which validates the results. If the checking fails, the step
needs to be performed again with the intervention of the developer, until checking succeeds or the designers aborts this
process. This process is iterated and another sequence of operators application shall be defined.
4.4. About scalability 
The approach we have set up relies on the definition of atomic and composite operators mined from the differences
produced by the used comparison engine. Then an iterative process is set up, it requires checking with respect to a given
meta-model. This approach is scalable in the sense that it does not perform any exhaustive search once the comparison
engine is run. Indeed, only constructive applications of atomic or composite evolution operators are applied. These opera- 
tors apply on localized differences and do not need traversals of the meta-model (more precisely of the graph associated to
the meta-model). Moreover, the application of composite operators defines abstraction of several atomic and/or composite
operators applications. Indeed, it factorizes several atomic and/or composite operators applications and thus reduces exe- 
cution time. Finally, next section shows how the proposed approach has been deployed on data models with thousands of
elements.
5. Case studies
In this section, we show our approach applies to particular evolutions of data models used in the PHARAO [7] and
MICROSCOPE [8] space missions supplied by the French space agency (CNES) and at the French Aerospace lab (ONERA).
1. Mid-2018, the PHARAO instrument will become the first cold-atom clock ever to orbit earth, operating outside the
International Space Station [7] . This space mission has been designed to take timekeeping to new levels of accuracy.
On this use case, we deploy the first phase of the proposed approach, i.e. the comparison process, to some data
models of this project in order to identify successive changes. We also aim in this study at showing that logical
results may be in a short period of time: indeed, the current tool used to compare these data models, Aladin [9] ,
based on the X-Diff algorithm [10] , is unable to produce results in a reasonable time (more than several hours of
computation are needed for some revisions).
2. Mid-2016, the MICROSCOPE satellite was launched. This mission aims at testing the universality of free fall for the
first time in space. The space environment allowed designing an experiment that is a hundred times more precise
than any possible experiment on earth, thanks to two differential accelerometers supplied by the French National
Aerospace Research Centre, ONERA, and embedded into a microsatellite from the CNES. CNES is responsible for the
system and satellite development and participates to the performance evaluation, whereas ONERA is responsible for
the scientific payload and the scientific mission centre as shown on ( Fig. 12 ). A data model was developed to model
Fig. 12. Collaboration between CNES-ONERA using MICROSCOPE data models. 
Fig. 13. Extract of the XIF meta-model. 
the telecommands (TC) and the telemetries (TM) exchanged between earth and space. Other data models were devel- 
oped to model the scientific processing of telemetries.
For both case studies, the complexity of the project was handled through an intensive use of model-driven engineering
thanks to two in-house meta-models: XIF [4] and GAMME [5] . In the following sections, we detail these meta-models,
the comparison phase and take a closer look at the matching, filtering and differencing processes. Additionally, for the
second case study, we also discuss evolution and migration strategies that could be used to co-evolve parameters during the
development of the telemetry processing.
6. First deployment: PHARAO space data models
6.1. Context 
The XIF meta-model defines the contents and format of the frames exchanged between a ground segment and a satellite.
As shown on Fig. 13 , it defines fields, records and packets.
A field corresponds to a set of bits (e.g. value of the altitude). A record is a set of several fields (e.g. attitude). A packet
(or root) is a set of records that constitutes a full message, like a telecommand (i.e. a message sent from ground to space)
or a telemetry (i.e. a message sent by a satellite). The example in Fig. 14 represents a frame subdivided into several records,
which are themselves subdivided into several fields.
The XIF meta-model also defines two kinds of functions: monitoring functions to indicate when an alarm must be raised
and calibration functions to transform raw values into physical values. It should be noticed that the considered data models
are rather big, as shown in Table 4 , and representative of space missions.
In the context of data model evolution, we can identify from the previous description various examples of the two kinds
of evolution distinguished above (namely, with or without impact on data).
Fig. 14. Binary frame construction [4] . 
Table 4 
Data models size of PHARAO project. 
Versions Size (MO) Number of records Number of fields 
16 3.37 367 2383 
17 3.37 367 2383 
18 3.37 367 2419 
19 3.41 367 2418 
20 3.37 367 2417 
21 3.42 367 2421 
• Changing the order of the fields inside a record is an example of evolution with impact on data : this change implies that
previous recorded frames are obsolete and new frames must be regenerated.
• Changing a calibration law is an example of evolution without impact on data : previous frames are still valid but users
must be notified of this change to recompute physical values if necessary.
Fig. 15. Differences before EMF compare customization. 
6.2. Step 1: data model comparison 
The PHARAO data models are expressed in the XIF meta-model, which is currently defined by two XML schemes. We
transformed both into a unique Ecore meta-model following the process described in [11] . As the encoding of XML attributes
is similar in XIF and in Ecore, we developed a simple XSLT (Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations) to transform
the PHARAO XML files into XMI files understandable by the EMF framework from Eclipse [12] .
Once converted, it becomes possible to compare two revisions using, for example, the EMF Compare framework [13] .
Fig. 15 represents the changes based on the four kinds identified in the EMF Compare comparison meta-model ( ADD, DELETE,
CHANGE, MOVE ).
The time needed to compute the differences on our reference machine is given by the green broken line. Compared to
the X-Diff algorithm, which needs more than 3 h to compare revisions 18 and 19, we get the results in a very reasonable
time. Nevertheless, we get a lot of false-positives, i.e. unexpected correspondences, false-negatives, i.e. undetected corre- 
spondences, and hidden changes.
For example, the XIF root elements, which describe the telecommand and telemetry packets, are not correctly matched.
Indeed, the results only contains one DELETE difference and one ADD difference for each packet, hiding the real differences
that may exist between each of them. The following paragraphs present how we customize the default behavior of the EMF
Compare engine to eliminate them.
6.2.1. Step 2: matching customization 
During the matching step, we identify elements within the comparison scope via “identifiers” that may not be recognized
as such by the default mechanism. For example, the telecommand and telemetry packets are not correctly matched by EMF
Compare because of the numerous elements that constitute each packet. Nevertheless, they are always named TC_PACKET
and TM_PACKET respectively, which will help us correctly identifying them.
Matching is a key phase in our approach. Obtaining correct differences results facilitates evolution operators construction.
It avoids the ambiguities that may result from detected equivalences. As a result, it eases the construction of evolution
operators with a single evolution and/or co-evolution role. Then, the obtained non ambiguous operators may be composed
to define high level operators that are themselves non ambiguous.
As shown in Listing 1 , we indicate that the name of a RootType corresponds to the identifier that may help to match
two RootType together (line 5). For other model elements, finding an identifier may require to concatenate the names
of the different parent fields to ensure uniqueness of each model element (line 1). Then, to know whether two models
elements may match together, identity-based matching is used when an identifier is available (line 12). In the general case,
similarity-based matching is used (line 8) [13] .
6.2.2. Difference filtering customization 
In the XIF meta-model, only the elements inside the RecordType elements are ordered, as they determine the order in
which the different bits of a packet are transmitted between earth and space.
In order to detect the ordering changes of these elements only, we redefine a filter (implemented as a FeatureFilter
in EMF Compare) to ignore all MOVE differences of all elements (line 2 in Listing 2 ) but these ones (line 5).
Listing 1. Extract of match engine customization. 
Listing 2. Filter engine customization. 
Fig. 16. Evaluating the scalability aspect of model-based approach before and after the customization. 
6.2.3. Step 3: differences given by the EMF compare Diff engine 
After having customized matching and filtering, the differences are obtained. Fig. 16 shows that the number of MOVE
changes is drastically decreased, eliminating a lot of uninteresting MOVE changes.
We also observe that the time to compute the differences is also reduced, especially in the comparison of the most
complex evolution (18–19 on Fig. 16 ).
6.3. Assessment 
Compared to an XML based approach where each node of the original model is compared to each node of the new
model, a model-based approach focuses on the comparison of the elements of the same type. Such an approach clearly
helps finding matching between the original and evolved data models.
Fig. 17. Extract of the GAMME meta-model. 
To improve the quality of the results, we have customized the two following processes.
• the matching process to correctly match elements from the original data model to elements of the target data model.
Finding unique identifiers to identify each model element is essential. It helps to match models elements together and
see what the real differences are;
• the difference filtering process to remove undesired differences like the changes in the order of some elements.
Taking into account the properties of the considered meta-model helps getting the real differences: an ADD corresponds
to a data model element actually added, a DELETE corresponds to an element actually deleted.
In the context of the XIF meta-model, considering the data models representative of space missions, EMF Compare is
arguably able to detect all the differences, and it achieves this task efficiently. For the most complex examples (18–19 on
Fig. 16 ), the computation time is reduced from several hours for the XML approach to less than ten minutes for the model- 
based approach.
It is worth noticing that, the purpose of Figs. 15 and 16 is not only to illustrate the benefits of customization for speeding
up the comparison process, but also to provide a semantic interpretation ( change, add, delete and move ) of each identified
difference ( diff) element.
7. Second deployment: MICROSCOPE space data models
7.1. Context 
In this section, we study how the proposed approach applies to a particular evolution of a data model used in the
MICROSCOPE project [8] . In the following, we detail the comparison, evolution and migration strategies that could be used
to co-evolve (migrate) parameters data used during the telemetry processing, following our pipeline architecture.
The considered data model is expressed in the GAMME meta-model. For the purpose of this paper, we consider that a
model ( GModel ) is a set of types ( GClass and GBasicType ) and quantities ( GQuantity ) (see Fig. 17 ).
Each quantity is a set of physical units ( GUnit ).
Each class contains a set of features ( GStructuralFeature ) of two different types: GAttribute and GReference .
A GReference feature represents aggregation or composition relationships with other classes. A GAttribute feature
represents an attribute typed by a basic type like string, integer, float, date, enumerate, etc.
A physical quantity can be associated to a GAttribute feature through the type GSimpleType , which references a
quantity and a preferred unit [5] . An extract of the GAMME meta-model is depicted on Fig. 17 .
This case study focuses on combining two telemetries. This concept is represented by class Signals with two attributes
signal1 and signal2 . Both attributes were typed by an enumeration called Signal , identifying the different telemetries.
Then, it was decided to combine signals other than a telemetry.
As shown on Fig. 18 , it was decided to reconstruct the data model by replacing the two attributes by two composition
relationships towards a new class, called AbstractData . The original attributes signal1 and signal2 are factorized
into a class SessionData , inheriting from AbstractData and owning a signal attribute of type Signal . This way,
Fig. 18. Evolution from the old to new data model. 
Table 5 
Extract of the comparison results based on the EMF compare default engines. 
end-users can combine two telemetries, a telemetry with another signal or two signals. Thus, we can identify the following
evolved items:
• a new abstract class named AbstractData is added;
• two new classes named SessionData, OtherData inheriting from AbstractData are added;
• a new attribute named signal of type Signal is added to the class SessionData ;
• a new attribute named signalExt of type String is added to the class OtherData ;
• the types of signal1 and signal2 are changed from Signal to AbstractData .
It should be noted that the data model presented above is an extract of a real model that contains about one hundred
of units and hundreds of classes, attributes and composition/aggregation relationships.
7.2. Step 1. Data models comparison 
Using the default engines of EMF Compare 3.0.1, we find many false-negatives (i.e. undetected correspondences) and
false-positives (i.e. unexpected correspondences) in the matching results. Table 5 represents an extract of the comparison
results obtained by the default engines on our example, through 247 differences. Some cascading differences, which are the
consequences of a previous difference, are also shown (e.g. the attribute signalExt for the new class OtherData ).
Table 6 
Extract of correct matching between microscope data models. 
Table 7 
Structural differences after customization. 
A lot of differences are due to the inability of the default matching engine to match a unit with another unit. Indeed,
most units reference one or two other units and each unit has two attributes only: a name and a multiplication or expo- 
nentiation factor, which does not facilitate the matching process.
An interesting unexpected correspondence is the matching the attribute signal1 from the original class Signals with
the attribute signal of the new class SessionData (see difference -1- in Table 5 ). Indeed, attribute signal1 is more
similar to this attribute than to the new attribute signal1 of the new class Signals . The new attribute signal1 is now
a reference to a class, which implies a type change from the type Signal to the new type AbstractData . Nevertheless,
it makes more sense to match signal1 from the old Signal with signal1 from the new Signal .
Consequently, an interesting undetected correspondence is the deletion of the attribute signal2 from the old class
Signals , whereas it could be matched to the attribute signal2 of the new class Signals (see difference -2- in Table 5 ).
7.2.1. Matching customization 
In the considered meta-model, the names of the classes are unique but the ones of the features (attributes and aggrega- 
tion/composition relationships) are not. We consider that a feature can be identified by its name appended to the name of
the container class.
In our case, the name of a quantity or a unit is unique. After customizing the EMF Compare matching engine to use
identity-based matching for features, classes, quantities and units, the numbers of differences decreases to 13 differences
only. In particular, the old attributes signal1 and signal2 are correctly matched to the new references signal1 and
signal2 (see Table 6 ), which induces CHANGE differences (see differences from 10 to 13 in Table 7 ) instead of the previous
MOVE and DELETE differences.
Table 8 
Interesting comparison results after customization and filtering. 
Table 9 
Atomic operator instances of the initial evolution strategy. 
7.2.2. Difference filtering customization 
We have customized the default filter engine to ignore all order changes.
7.2.3. Differences raised by the EMF compare Diff engine
The difference engine is called to obtain all the differences once the different elements are correctly matched. We have
chosen to ignore the cascading differences, as, by definition, they represent logical consequences of other differences. For
example, the differences 3, 4 and 5 in Table 7 are logical consequences of adding the class SessionData (difference 2).
Finally, at the end of the step 1, we get 7 differences to be considered for the next step (see Table 8 ).
7.3. Step 2. Evolution operators flattening 
As mentioned above, after customization of EMF Compare, 7 differences (see Table 8 ) satisfying in term of correctness
and precision are obtained. These differences have been memorized in order to be transformed into atomic operators (see
Table 9 ).
In our evolution meta-model, the following atomic operators have been defined.
• ADDClass(class:GClass, to:GModel) to add a class to a model;
• ChangeTypeOfStructuralFeature(f:GStructuralFeature, type:GType) to change the type of a feature;
• ADDReferenceType(f:GStructuralFeature, referenceType:GReferenceType) to indicate whether a ref- 
erence corresponds to a composition or an aggregation relationship.
We define a composite operator MoveFeatureFromCompositeToComponent able to preserve the information car- 
ried by the instances of the old class Signals . The formula associated to this operator is defined by the sequence
ADDReferenceType followed by ChangeTypeofStructuralFeature . The construction of this sequence with the
right instances of these two atomic operators is controlled by the following precondition.
∃ f ′ ∈ \ new ( f ) .gT ype.al l F eatures, f ′ .gT ype = \ old( f ) .gT ype
where
• f represents the source and target feature, in our case signal1 or signal2 ;
• \ new ( f ′ ). gType.allFeatures represents all the features of the type of the new target feature;
• f ′ is one of these features, in our case the attribute signal in the class SessionData ;
• f ′ . gType is the type of the feature f ′ , in our case the enumerate Signal ;
• \ old ( f ). gType is the type of the source feature, in our case the enumerate Signal .
At the end,
Table 10 
Remaining atomic operator instances in the final evolution strategy. 
Table 11 
Composite operator instances in the final evolution strategy. 
Composite operator Sequence of atomic operators 
MoveFeatureFromCompositeToComponent ADDReferenceType(Signals.signal1, Composition) 
ChangeTypeofStructuralFeature(Signals.signal1, AbstractData) 
MoveFeatureFromCompositeToComponent ADDReferenceType(Signals.signal2, Composition) 
ChangeTypeofStructuralFeature(Signals.signal2, AbstractData) 
Fig. 19. Data conservation during the migration process. 
• three instances, presented in Table 10 , of the atomic operator ADDClass
• and two instances, presented in Table 11 , of the composite operator MoveFeatureFromCompositeToComponent are
obtained.
These five operators correspond to the final evolution strategy able to make the source data model evolve into the target
model while preserving the information contained in the original data. When calling the method apply associated to each
operator, it becomes possible to check that the proposed evolution strategy is correct and that the transformed source data
model is equal to the target data model used during the comparison process.
7.4. Step 3. Data conservation 
As shown previously in Fig. 8 , the migration strategy is specified dynamically in the meta-model of evolution operators.
In our example, the migration is supported by the successive application of the migrate operation for the two composite
operators. During the migration, the values of the old impacted instances of the class Signals are preserved, first through
the creation of two new instances of the class SessionData , initialized with these values, and second, trough the modifi- 
cation of the features of the original instances of the class Signals (see Fig. 19 ).
7.5. Assessment 
The MICROSPCOPE use case shows that model-based approaches and their related tools may be misled by the relative
complexity of relations holding between classes of a meta-model. For example, units, which are mainly defined by making
references to other units, can defeat such a tool, whereas no unit has evolved. Finding an identifier to correctly match model
elements together is a crucial step to obtain the real differences.
Once correctly matched, the level of differences may be low. For example, removing an inheritance relationship may re- 
sult in three differences. To improve readability and reusability, we compose these low differences to form atomic operators,
which describe a logical evolution of the model. Atomic operators can be combined to build complex operators to describe
a set of related changes that must be aggregated to preserve information inside original data.
In the initial sequence of application of atomic operators in our example (see Table 9 ), some operators impact data and
are not able to preserve the information carried by the source instances. The final sequence (see Tables 11 and 10 ) contains
atomic operators with no impact and composite operators with impact and able to preserve information. Proceedings this
way, has the advantage of reducing the sequence to a set of composite operators capturing the original intention of the
modeler, i.e. moving the values of attributes from an instance to instances of other classes, while extending the model with
new concepts represented by the atomic ADD operators. Finding composite operators that fulfill the intent of the modeler
and preserve information when it is possible, is a relevant property to determine a logical evolution of the original model.
8. Related work
Software Evolution has been investigated by Lehman [14,15] , Kajko-Mattsson et al. [16] , Mens et al. [17] , Jazayeri [18] ,
Ciraci and Van Den Broek [19] , Greevy et al. [20] , and Hassan et al. [21] . The authors addressed the definition of the laws,
challenges and styles of software evolution, with the aim of including new view to maintenance activities such as system
adaptation and reshaping. Then, with software engineering practices urgently need to some rules that facilitate the cost- 
effective planning, design, construction and maintenance of effective programs, a new discipline was officially highlighted
in [22] . This work mentions that “Software Evolution is all programming activity that is intended to generate a new software
version from an earlier operational version”.
Capturing and formalizing evolution stages for complex systems is a challenging task, due to the nature and charac- 
teristics of such systems [23–26] . Furthermore, the rapid evolution, the density and the type of differences [27] change
according to the end-user’s requirements. These are the reasons why a broad variety of algorithms, methods and rules have
been developed by this community.
The following subsections summarize the different existing approaches for addressing the two processes of evolution
and co-evolution using a difference-based approach. Following the identified steps of our approach, we study the available
approaches and contribution of the literature set up in each step of our approach.
At the beginning, we overview the work related to data model comparison and data model matching. Then, we study
operators-based approaches. We survey the processes of construction of composite operators based on the atomic ones and
the dependency between these operators. Finally, we tackle the existing results for data migration.
8.1. Model comparison 
The history of comparison algorithms is composed of three stages. At the beginning, comparison character to character
was set up. For instance, diff programs are used to solve the longest common subsequence problem (LCS) [28] . They are
based on finding the lines that do not change between files. Then, as improvement, a focus on the attributes and nodes of
a structured document was advocated. A number of advanced algorithms are available to capture differences for XML such
as XDiff [10] or Aladin [9] . However, even if they give logical results, they lack the ability to recognize a huge number of
complex changes in a reasonable time.
Finally, other approaches focused on the semantic meaning of nodes and attributes: for instance comparing a class node
with a class node, an attribute node with an attribute node. The assistance of the well accepted EMF Compare framework
is useful to support this comparison process [13] .
8.2. Model matching 
In the following, we provide a set of existing approaches to model matching, which can be seen as the first step towards
model comparison.
Matching techniques are of particular importance for data models differencing approaches. Many techniques implement- 
ing matching are available. They rely on universally unique identifiers (UUIDs) [29,30] , identity-based matching [13] , heuris- 
tics [10,31–33] , signature-based matching [34] , similarity-based matching [35,36] or custom language-specific matching al- 
gorithms [37,38] .
8.2.1. Universally unique identifiers (UUIDs) 
In this category of approaches [29,30] , it is assumed that each model element has a unique identifier to realize a match- 
ing. A UUID is assigned to each newly created element and must not be modified until the deletion of the element. If
two elements occurring in different versions have the same UUID they are considered as equivalent. Obviously, this method
works only if UUIDs are available for all elements. In the case studies we addressed in this paper, such identifiers were not
available.
8.2.2. Identity-based matching 
When UUID are not available, it is possible to determine artificial identifiers for the different data model elements. Such
identifiers are useful to find which objects match together, even if the obtained matching is not fully guaranteed, contrary
to UUID based matching [13] .
In the case studies tackled in this paper, it is possible to define such identifiers for named elements. Thus, the identifier
of a named element is often its name appended to the name of the different elements containing it. In our work, identity- 
based matching proved that it can solve matching errors produced by other techniques.
8.2.3. Heuristics 
Another technique to match elements of different versions introduced in [10,31–33] relies on the use of heuristics. These
matching algorithms are based on the distance between the serialization of the different data model elements. The closer a
serialization between two elements is, the more these two elements match. There are several heuristics matching algorithms
described in the literature. They often use metrics from information theory like the Hamming distance or the Levenshtein
distance, which calculates the minimum number of operations (insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character)
needed to transform one string into another.
8.2.4. Signature-based matching 
In signature-based matching, the identity of each model element is not static. Its identity, referred as its signature, is
dynamically computed by combining the values of its features. The signature computation is performed by means of a user- 
defined function specified using a model querying language.
8.2.5. Similarity-based matching 
Similarity-based matching approaches [35,36] process models as typed attribute graphs and attempts to identify match- 
ing elements based on the aggregated similarity of their features. It is worth noting that not all features of model elements
are equally relevant for establishing a match (e.g. classes with matching names are more likely to be matched with classes
specializing the same parent superclass). Therefore, similarity-based algorithms typically need to be configured such that
they specify the relative weight of each feature and thus of the detected correspondences. According to Rose et al. [39] , the
built-in algorithm of EMF Compare falls within this category. However, tuning the weights of the features is a predominately
empirical task and error process. Therefore, finding the right values of weights that deliver the best results for a particular
modeling language can be particularly challenging.
8.2.6. Custom language-specific matching algorithms 
Custom language-specific matching algorithms based techniques involve matching algorithms tailored to a particular
modeling language. Achievements in this category of techniques are UMLDiff [37] and the work of Nejati et al. [38] which
specifically target UML models and statecharts respectively.
8.3. Evolution operators 
Despite the outstanding advances in software engineering, existing difference-based approaches still have a number of
limitations [40] as they lack the capability of providing efficient two-way comparison between the different revisions. Differ- 
ence engines may make mistakes by displaying false-negative or false-positive correspondences, as we have previously seen
it in this paper and as confirmed in [41] . After the customization of difference results and for reusability goals, many works
tackled the process of capturing and constructing evolution operators [42–46] . For instance, authors in [2] have defined
a catalog of 61 reusable evolution operators (30 are atomic and 31 are composite) with the aim of treating the coupled- 
evolution of meta-models (M2) and models (M1). The authors have provided a catalog based on EMOF meta-modeling for- 
malism in which they have outlined a set of migration rules specified at a model level. The detection mechanism of these
operators is discussed in [47] , where the authors propose a detection engine for complex changes. They have addressed
the two challenges of variability and overlap between evolution operators. Furthermore, Kehrer et al. [48] introduced Silift,
a generic tool environment able to lift incomprehensible low level differences derived from EMF Compare into representa- 
tions of user-level edit operations. Most recently, a research prototype named COPE [49] was extended into a transformation
tool named Edapt tailored for the migration of models in response to meta-model evolution [50] .
Other approaches put end-user in the center of the evolution process. In [51] , the authors present the MT-Scribe tool
offers assistance to end-users to build evolution model operators. It can be applied to support automating different types of
model evolution tasks in an end-user programming style. In the implementation of MT-Scribe, users can demonstrate and
generate transformation patterns. However, the correctness of these generated patterns cannot be checked.
8.4. Data migration 
Model migration in general has drawn the attention of several researchers. In [52] , the authors define model migration as
transformations of models expressed in a given modeling language to other models defined in the same modeling language.
Theoretically, model migration raises the problem of semantic preservation [53] which represents a research challenge. In
practice, model migration is implemented either using a dedicated migration language or using a model transformation
language. In [54] , a classification of model migration approaches into three categories is described. It is summarized below.
8.4.1. Manual specification approaches 
These approaches allow a developer to define migration templates using transformation languages tailored to model
migration. An example of such a template is the “copy model elements” template that duplicates models elements. Sprinkle’s
language [55] , MCL [56] and Epsilon Flock [57] are examples of these transformation languages.
According to Herrmannsdoerfer and Koegel [53] , the Sprinkle’s language [55] presents a graph transformation language
that requires a developer to specify migration templates for the meta-model differences. It supports automatically copying
of unaffected model elements. The MCL (Model Change Language) of Narayanan et al. specifies meta-model changes used
for both model migration [56] and model transformation adaptation [58] . When specifying the semantics as a model trans- 
formation. Finally, Epsilon Flock also automatically unsets model elements which no longer match the defined migration
templates [57] .
Manual specification approaches do not provide explicit support to ensure that the specified migration is semantics- 
preserving. According to Williams et al. [59] this approach gives the meta-model developer fine-grained control over the
migration strategy, but the work of integrating the strategy with the modeling framework is a challenging specialist activity
[54] .
8.4.2. Operator-based approaches 
Operator-based approaches, like [60] and COPE [61] , provide reusable operations that encapsulate recurring meta-model
adaptations and model migrations. According to Williams et al. [59] , these approaches allow users to define meta-model
evolutions using pre-defined operators (small transformations applied to the meta- model), each of which has an associated
model migration action ( add, delte , update . . . ). In this case, the migration strategy is built incrementally and the migration
is automatically created from this strategy. Additionally, we mention the approach of Wachsmuth [60] which defines classes
of coupled operations ensuring semantics and instance preservation. Wachsmuth [60] denotes the preservation of the meta- 
model’s semantics, i. e. the set of syntactically correct models, rather than the preservation of the modeling language’s
semantics, i. e. the function that maps each model to its meaning.
8.4.3. Meta-model matching approaches 
Meta-model matching approaches support automatic derivation of a transformation definition from differences between
two versions of a meta-model. The existing approaches mostly use or extend existing model transformation languages and
tools like Cicchetti’s approach [62] and AML [63] . According to Rose et al. [54] , these approaches analyse the meta-model
and the meta-model history (the set of changes made) to infer the corresponding data migration. Following [64] , these
approaches seem simple, but it can be challenging to produce correct, semantic-preserving data migration strategies.
Authors in [39] defined model migration as a development activity in which models are updated in response to meta- 
model evolution to re-establish conformance. The majority of research teams [47–50,65,66] have tackled the phenomenon
of migration based on the M2/M1 architecture layers of MDE, where the authors presented a semi-automatic process to
co-evolve model-to-model transformations upon meta-model evolution. The use of higher-order model transformations for
processing meta-model evolution and model co-evolution is presented in [62,67] . It deals with co-adaptation problems by
proposing an approach taking as input a difference model recording the meta-model evolution and producing, as output, a
model transformation able to co-evolve the involved models. This is a transformational approach to co-evolution of models
which are requested to conform to a newer version of their original meta-model. Authors in [68] introduced a comparison
study between various model migration approaches such as AML [69,70] , COPE [49] , Ecore2Ecore [71] and Epsilon Flock
[39] . Indeed, each of them offers a set of criteria, where users select the most appropriate ones fitting their needs.
For the M0 level migration, authors in [72] discussed the evolution of meta- models at the M0 level. They address the
phenomenon of mining correspondences from model instances in the context of tracking meta-model evolution. An exam- 
ple of such approach the MARS system, which supports semi-automatic meta-model inference. Its objective is to enable
meta-model inference from a set of models after migrating or missing their meta-model. It leverages the fact that a cor- 
respondence exists between the data models that can be instantiated from a meta-model, and the set of programs that
can be described by a grammar. It bridges the gap between the input expected by grammar inference engines and XML
representations of the data models.
8.5. Discussion 
Regarding our previously published paper [1] , we have proposed several new results. Indeed, Ait-Oubelli et al. [1] pre- 
sented a direct application of the approach on case studies issued from space engineering domain. In [1] , there is neither
methodology nor any presentation of the process to build and apply the evolution operators. In addition to paper [1] , the
work described in this paper presents the general framework and shows how it applies in the context of model driven engi- 
neering. The MICROSCOPE case study surveyed in [1] has been described in a precise and detailed manner. In particular, we
have described and commented all the models manipulated by the defined evolution process. A second case study PHARAO,
also issued from the space missions engineering area has been added in this paper.
We have discussed previously several approaches related to data migration available in the literature. From this study,
we are able to identify the differences and the improvements provided by our approach.
Our approach introduces a meta-model of evolution operators. This meta-model represents the manufacturing mill of
evolution operators. It defines atomic operators and composite operators thanks to the available composition operation at
the meta-model level. Compared to other approaches, this defined meta-model is unbounded. It can be instantiated, at
runtime an arbitrary number of times while the other approaches enumerate a set of finite evolution operators, where each
added operator needs a recompiling. In other words, this meta-model is not a catalog of evolution operators that may not
be exhaustive. Moreover, the meta-model includes a concept to compose more compact operators that can be reused as a
milestone for the evolution and co-evolution operations at M1/M0 level in other domains. In addition, a single meta-model
is required to handle the data migration. There is no need of two meta-models like in traditional model transformation
approaches. From tool development point of view, a prototype encoding our approach has been developed. The migration
process is implemented in a dynamic setting (i.e. at runtime) by the capability to modify the list of e-objects, independently
of any modeling framework. Finally, we mention that our approach has been successfully deployed for the evolution and
migration of several complex data models and instances issued from a specific system engineering application i.e. space
engineering with thousands of data elements.
9. Conclusion and future work
This paper addresses the issue of model evolution. We have proposed a generic stepwise approach that allows checking
that a target data model resulting from a model evolution preserves the functions offered by the source data model. The
approach relies on three steps. The first one runs a comparison engine to identify structural and descriptive differences.
Then steps 2 and 3 realize respectively the model evolution and data migration. These two steps rely on the definition and
on the application of atomic and/or composite evolution operators. The definition of such operators is at the centre of our
approach. They shall satisfy applicability conditions in order to guarantee data conservation. The designer is in charge of
defining the operator application strategy i.e. the sequence of applications of atomic and/or composite operators.
As a second contribution, we have deployed this approach in a model-driven engineering setting. Meta-models for data
models, data instances and evolution operators have been defined in order to obtain an integrated and unified framework.
Atomic and composite operators have been defined and set up on different exam ples. Furthermore, we have deployed our
approach in the particular application domain of space engineering with two space missions that may last for a long period
and thus support several model evolutions.
Our work proposes a scalable approach. Indeed, we have shown that complex models involving have been processed
within our framework. Indeed, the compared data models, conform to the same meta-model, with thousands of elements.
To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time that a performance of a difference based approach integrating an evolution
operator based approach is checked on such complex data models. The efficiency results are due to the nature of the evo- 
lution operators that are based on structural differences on localized elements. These operators do not need to process the
whole data model, they apply locally in an efficient manner. In other words, the atomic and composite evolution operators
allow a developer to define incremental and easier evolutions and migrations processes.
The obtained results allow model designers to handle the evolution together with the data migration, thus showing that
our approach scales up to complex data models. The experimental results carried out on the two studied space missions
data models have shown that, regardless of the data model size, the improvement of the model matching tends to eliminate
both false-positive and false-negative and to improve the accuracy of the structural difference com putation. This point is
important to find sequences of operators that will correspond to logical evolutions of data models. Moreover, composing
subsequences of these operators into composite operators is interesting to capture the whole intent of model designers and
especially to improve the quality of the migration process.
As suggested throughout the paper, a few research directions remain to be addressed:
• The comparison process is currently based on a syntactic matching. The use of more semantic basis, with ontologies, will
undoubtedly increase the quality of the resulting differences and thus of the identified atomic operators.
• The approach shall be enriched by a library of
- atomic and composite operators that can be reused by the model designers. Efficient access and selection procedures
shall be set up;
- higher order operators, that could be defined at a meta-model level, to be instantiated for specific usage in a specific
evolution context.
The definition of such a library of operators will contribute to offer a set of operators off the shelf for model evolution.
• The definition of the composite operators is based on the definition of a sequence of applications of atomic and/or other
composite operators. The correctness of these definitions should be addressed within formal verification techniques. The
objective is to give formal guarantees on the correctness and soundness of the defined approach.
Finally, the approach developed in this paper is based on the structure of the studied data models. We believe that ad- 
dressing the problem of model evolution based on model behavior is promising. Application programming interfaces defined
on the data models can be used to define model evolution correctness using observational semantics. They can also be used
to prove the existence or the non-existence of composite operators having the property to preserve information contained
in original instances, which may guide the composition process.
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